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We did it! Well done to all of us for hosting a very successful Conference.
I never like singling out any one when it was such a combined effort, but I
really want to mention the beautiful floral arrangements done by Heather
Brooker – so many favourable comments, especially the table arrangements
at the dinner. Thanks Heather.
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Guild Contact Details:
President: Catherine Ashton
Ph:544 6152
Secretary: Margaret York
Ph:0220677985
Treasurer: Jackie Hart
Ph:544 3289
Guild Email:
nelsonembroiderers@gmail.com

At our AGM in September we need to elect our new committee. Vacancies
still exist for Vice President, Secretary and Treasurer and, depending on
who takes on these roles, maybe two or three new committee members.
Expressions of interest please!
We also need to elect a WAW committee of four or five people to organise
this event for September 2019. With that in mind it has been suggested that
we take some time to think about how we want WAW to be. Some points
to consider are mentioned later in this newsletter and there will be a chance
to discuss these at our August meeting.
Another thing to think about is the Children’s Embroidery classes. There is
a very dedicated group of members who have been running these every
Wednesday afternoon during school term time. This is quite a commitment
and some people are no longer able to give this time. I think it would be a
good idea to have a group of people who could help on a regular basis,
maybe one or two Wednesdays a month, not necessarily every week. If you
would like to be part of this group then put your name on the clipboard
provided.
It is time to think of our Cathedral Christmas tree decorations again too.
This year we have decided on stars. Details are in this newsletter. As you
can see there is still plenty to be involved in.

Website
nelsonembroiderersguild.co.nz

Address:
Nelson Embroiderers’ Guild
PO BOX 16
Nelson 7040

Happy stitching
Catherine
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Diary Dates
August 2018
4
10:30 – 4:00pm

Saturday Stitch n Chat: Broadgreen House, Nayland Road.

4-5

Post Conference Workshop with Phillipa Turnball

8

7:30pm

11

9:30 –12:30pm

Guild Meeting: Warnes Stadium, Songer Street, Stoke
Hostesses: Kate Hanna, Karen Weichern & Margaret Weldon
NEXT (Extensions): Venue to be advised
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10:30 – 12:30pm

Tuesday Stitching: Broadgreen House, Nayland Road

18

10:30 – 4:00pm

Saturday Stitch n Chat: Broadgreen House, Nayland Road.

28

10:30 – 12:30pm

Tuesday Stitching: Broadgreen House, Nayland Road

30

7:00pm

NEG Committee meeting: Nick Smith’s electorate rooms, Waimea Rd

September 2018
1
10:30 – 4:00pm

Saturday Stitch n Chat: Broadgreen House, Nayland Road.

8

9:30 –12:30pm

NEXT (Extensions): Venue to be advised
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10:30 – 12:30pm

Tuesday Stitching: Broadgreen House, Nayland Road
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7:30pm

15

10:30 – 4:00pm

Guild Meeting, AGM and Anniversarey Supper: Warnes Stadium, Songer
Street, Stoke Hostesses: Rosie Horn, Josie MacDonald, Helen Evans
Saturday Stitch n Chat: Broadgreen House, Nayland Road.

25

10:30 – 12:30pm

Tuesday Stitching: Broadgreen House, Nayland Road

27

7:00pm

NEG Committee meeting: Nick Smith’s electorate rooms, Waimea Rd

October 2018
5
6.30pm

40th Anniversary Dinner, River Kitchen, remember to sign the clip board
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10:30 – 4:00pm

Saturday Stitch n Chat: Broadgreen House, Nayland Road.

9

10:30 – 12:30pm

Tuesday Stitching: Broadgreen House, Nayland Road

10

7:30pm

13

9:30 –12:30pm

Guild Meeting: Warnes Stadium, Songer Street, Stoke
Hostesses: Wendy Edens, Margaret Weldon, Melanie Storey
NEXT (Extensions): Venue to be advised

20

10:30 – 4:00pm

Saturday Stitch n Chat: Broadgreen House, Nayland Road.

23

10:30 – 12:30pm

Tuesday Stitching: Broadgreen House, Nayland Road

25

7:00pm

NEG Committee meeting: Nick Smith’s electorate rooms, Waimea Rd

THE 10c CLUB
$14.30 was collected for the Royal New Zealand Foundation for
the Blind Guide Dog appeal in June. Thank you for your
contributions of support.
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Library News
I do hope you were able to have a look at the array of books in Page and Blackmore.
I enjoyed browsing and of course just had to have that book.
Last month we issued 34 books, a very good effort particularly as we had conference.
We will be wanting to do an audit in the next couple of months so I wish to urge you to return those books,
also the new books are very popular and lots of people are wanting a ‘turn’ with them.
If you did a class at conference that requires cord, remember we have a very good cord maker at your disposal.
The light box will be available, and the portfolios are updated and ready also for you to borrow.
Don't forget to get your books in the car ready to return at the August meeting!!!
Helen MacKenzie

Notices

Post Conference Class Hazel Blomkamp - Tumbleweeds from Wendy Edens
An excellent weekend of stitching and company. It is always interesting and inspiring to be part of a class like
this. My mind is working overtime thinking of all the possibilities! Instead of stitching on our main piece of
work we all practised on a sample cloth. Now to master the stitches so that I can begin the real thing. Many of
the stitches and techniques were familiar but with Hazel’s spin on them, all of which can also be used on the
many other projects we all have in our collections. Hazel spoke of her life in South Africa and of the
publishing/designing process of all her patterns and books. Samples of her work was on display, with stitched
mandala designs which are in her new book out in November. ( My Christmas list just got bigger!) Thank you to
Peggy and everyone who supplied the wonderful morning teas!!
Wendy Edens
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Hazel signed many books before class started on Sunday

Hazel signing Christine's book

Children's Embroidery at Conference - well done all who entered and those who help them on
Wednesday afternoons.

First Prize - Ellie

Second Prize - Talia
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Cathedral Christmas Trees
This year our theme is STARS. You may use any colour, fabric, style or type of stitching, but to keep things
uniform and standard, there is a cardboard template provided for size and shape. Hopefully there will be
examples on show at the meeting to give you inspiration if you need it. We have our tree on display at our
Christmas Decorations day on November 17th, and then it will be in the Cathedral from late November until
late January. After that your star(s) will be returned to you to grace your own Christmas tree for years to come!

Summerset in the Sun - Craft, Art and Hobby Exhibition
At the exhibition there will be displays of all different kinds of art using a variety of mediums from acrylic
paint to fabric, from wood to yarn.
Friday 3rd August 10 -3pm, Saturday 4th 10 - 3pm, Sunday 5th 10 - 1pm
16 Sargeson St, Stoke.

Motueka Arts Council - Create to Celebrate
Display of entries, Memorial Hall, Pah Street, Motueka,
Friday 17th August and Saturday 18th August, 10 - 4pm

Next Newsletter
Next Newsletter deadline: Sunday Sept 2nd . catherine@whitwell.co.nz or 03 528 6866 / 0274 132 256
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Show n’ Tell

Jean van Ginkel, Russian
Pearl Embrodiery,WAW
2017, a Jane Lester class.

Nadia Madill, box, made
from a Silk Cushion.

Melanie Storey's first Sampler
for her son's wedding.

Dana Pratt's 1994, first photo book, from a workshop in
Paris and a piece of Tambour Beading from the workshop.
Elizabeth McKee-Benbow stitched
this cushion with love.

Circles - NEG Conference Piece

Shirley Cochrane made chenille fabric into
these embellished purse bags.
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